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In 1782, at the apex of his career, the instrument maker and FRS Edward Nairne (1726–1806) was granted a patent from the king for his new invention, a medical electrical machine. It was the first patent in the class of electricity, and it was the only medical instrument that Nairne’s workshop produced. The instrument was a great success, consolidating Nairne’s fame as a maker of electrical instruments. This paper follows Nairne’s work in electricity until and immediately after the invention of the patent medical electrical machine, reconstructing his successful moves to gain credit in the gentlemanly world of natural philosophy. With other London instrument makers, Nairne enjoyed special status in the natural philosophical community, where his contributions, especially in the field of electrical experimental philosophy, were widely acknowledged. I interpret the reasons for his “being desirous of having the honour” of becoming a member of the philosophical community in terms of his involvement with the trade of philosophical instruments, and I shall be revealing his tactics to turn the exclusivity of the Royal Society to his own commercial advantage. These tactics consisted in transferring the authority that he gained in the world of experimental philosophy to the instruments that he made and sold, thus securing for his workshop an exclusive group of wealthy and prestigious customers. In the final part of the paper I shall examine Nairne’s patent medical electrical machine as an instance of his concern both with the general and the elitist public. As an electrical instrument maker of repute, Nairne could not remain indifferent to the fashionable subject of medical electricity that, in the late 1770s and early 1780s, was swelling the pockets of a number of improvised practitioners. With his medical electrical machine Nairne aimed to reach the market of ‘electrical patients’, scaling with a patent his expertise in the manufacture of electrical instruments, regardless of whether they were employed for medical or philosophical purposes. Exploiting his role as an instrument maker and a member of various exclusive philosophical clubs, Nairne expanded the range of the potential
purchasers of his instruments so as to add to electrical therapists and
patients also the wealthy natural philosophers, who, on their part, were
sensitive to the prestige that a patent cast on new inventions. The different
codes of behaviour that Nairne adopted in advertising his patent medical
electrical machine in the different contexts were informed by his familiarity
with the etiquette of philosophical circles and the rules of the market place.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL AVOCATIONS OF AN INSTRUMENT MAKER

It is well known that before writing his *History and Present State of Electricity*
(1767), Joseph Priestley undertook a study of contemporary work on elec-
tricity, helped in this enterprise by the leading London electricians, whom
he met on the occasion of his visit to the capital in 1765. Priestley soon
realized the importance of the apparatus in electrical experimental practice
and devoted a whole section of the *History* to the critical review of electrical
instruments, from the earliest models to the most recent. He argued that
the common tools of cabinet, clock and watchmakers would prove useful to
electrical philosophers, who, as he urged, should attend more often to the
construction of their own machines. The reason for this recommendation
rested in Priestley's conviction that experimental philosophers should be as
independent as possible of instrument makers, 'who are seldom men of
science, and whose sole aim is to make their goods elegant and portable'.

If this was Priestley's rule, Edward Nairne, FRS, mathematical, optical
and philosophical instrument maker at Cornhill, London, was the excep-
tion that proved it. Nairne's reputation as a 'man of science' was undis-
pputed among his contemporaries, and Priestley's friendship with him must
have played a role in his choice of 'seldom' in the sentence above. In 1791,
following the riots that destroyed his house in Birmingham, Priestley
named Nairne and Blunt, 'Mathematical Instrument Makers of Cornhill in
the City of London persons of great Eminence Experience and Competent
Judgement', to make the inventory and valuation of the damaged instru-
ments.

In the second half of the eighteenth century, the collaboration between
instrument makers and natural philosophers, despite Priestley's low opin-
ion of the former, had its many successes. A number of studies, dealing
with eighteenth-century instrument making, have emphasized that London
was an exceptional case in Europe with respect to the 'philosophical'
standing achieved by instrument makers, sometimes upgraded to Royal
Society fellowship and even to the highest honour awarded by the Society,
the Copley Medal. The thriving market of mathematical, optical and phi-
losophical instruments of the London makers extended to the rest of the
world. Foreign visitors, intrigued by the exciting attractions of the British
capital, made a point of browsing around the instrument makers' shops in
various London quarters. The numerous wars and expeditions the British
Empire engaged in throughout the century meant a substantial increase in
the state's demands for instruments. Between 1750 and 1762, during the
war with France, the Board of Ordnance's request for mathematical,
surveying and navigation instruments made the fortune of the Adams’s workshop. The attendance at the meetings of the numerous London coffee houses and other philosophical clubs, such as the Royal Society, the Monday Club, the Chapter Coffee House Society – to mention only those of which Nairne was a member – played an important role for the instrument makers, as it enlarged their clientele, while also directing their attention towards specific details. In the case of the electrical apparatus this was an important aspect. The performance of electrical experiments largely depended on the quality of the apparatus employed, and a few technical details could significantly simplify experiments.

Nairne was an optical, mathematical, and philosophical instrument maker, with a shop at 20 Cornhill, London. Apart from the manufacture of instruments, he also engaged in the performance of electrical, pneumatical, magnetic and astronomical experiments, his activity bringing him advantageous connections. In 1765 he was admitted for the first time to a meeting at the Royal Society and, in the course of the same year, together with John Bird and James Ferguson, he was employed by the council of the Society to make the instruments for the committee in charge of replicating John Canton’s experiment on the compressibility of water. He was also involved in the construction of the astronomical apparatus at the Royal Observatory at Greenwich. His experimental skills, combined with his ability in the manufacture of instruments, attracted the attention of various FRSs, who invited him with increasing frequency to the meetings of the Society. Previous to his election in 1776, leading experimental philosophers such as John Canton, Henry Cavendish, William Watson, William Henley, John Smeaton and James Ferguson, the Astronomer Royal Nevil Maskelyne and the Portuguese instrument dealer Jacynth Magellan, introduced Nairne to the Society. On a number of these occasions, Nairne showed his inventions to the Fellows and read various papers related to experiments that he had carried out with his apparatus. All the papers were subsequently published in the Philosophical Transactions. In 1776, 27 Fellows recommended Nairne, ‘well known to the Royal Society for his several Communications and in general for his Knowledge in Experimental Philosophy’, as ‘likely to prove an useful Member of the same’. He was elected in the course of the same year and was also admitted to the Monday Club, a select group of FRSs who used to meet again on the Monday after the Society’s meeting.

Nairne’s engagement with the ‘gentlemen of science’ in experimental practice allowed him to identify his fellow experimenters’ practical demands concerning the experimental apparatus and to manufacture appropriate ‘improvements’. His contributions were soon acknowledged. In 1770, Ferguson, who had used Nairne’s electrical machines since the 1760s during his itinerant electrical shows around the country, admitted that the models ‘mostly now in use’ were ‘made in the greatest perfection by Mr Nairne’. The ‘perfected’ design recently conceived by Nairne was a globe machine, in which the cumbersome wheel was replaced by a small geared mechanism enclosed in a brass box – a small detail that made the instrument portable and particularly elegant, the latter being a virtue that,
when combined with power and efficiency, philosophers particularly appreciated. His frequenting elitist philosophical circles brought Nairne distinguished acquaintances, enlarging his clientele so as to include a number of national and international customers. In London, Henry Cavendish chose Nairne as his instrument maker and involved him in various experiments, including those on the artificial torpedo. Nairne’s fame also spread abroad. The Italian physicist Alessandro Volta, who met Nairne during his visit to London in 1782, ordered some of the instruments for his physics cabinet in Pavia from Nairne’s workshop. Nairne returned the favour by building a model of Volta’s electric lamp, or *accendi-bume elettrica*, for the Royal Society. Another important acquaintance was Benjamin Franklin, who, besides being a friend of Nairne’s, exerted an important influence on his electrical work. Thanks to Franklin, he was made a foreign member of the American Philosophical Society in 1770, six years before his election to the Royal Society.

Nairne’s work on electricity began with the study of the fashionable subject of ‘atmospherical electricity’, a choice that proved successful in consolidating his philosophical connections. His articles on the electricity of the atmosphere were published in the *Philosophical Transactions*, and in 1777 he was asked to join Cavendish, William Henly and Timothy Lane on the committee appointed by the Royal Society to investigate whether pointed or blunt conductors should be affixed on the Purfleet gunpowder magazines to prevent damage from lightning. The new committee, the third since 1769, focused on the specific issue of Benjamin Wilson’s dissent about the former committee’s choice of pointed rods, and was composed, with the single exception of Henry Cavendish, of electrical instrument makers. Nairne tenaciously supported Franklin’s theory on the properties of metal points to protect buildings from lightning and was personally involved in the controversy. Given the public dimension of the dispute, Nairne’s involvement resulted in an excellent opportunity for him to engage in the public display of his experimental skill and to direct the attention of the gentlemanly and aristocratic audience to his apparatus. During the years of the controversy, Wilson, who championed the cause of blunt conductors, performed spectacular public experiments at the Pantheon, in which he employed impressively large instruments. Nairne insisted that the experimental apparatus was the source of Wilson’s fallacious conclusions and obtained permission to display his own dissent in public by performing experiments at the Pantheon with his own machines.

Nairne’s involvement in experimental philosophy was the most effective advertisement for his instruments. Previous to his election to the Royal Society, Nairne performed several experiments for the Fellows, using instruments produced by his workshop. This way he could show the quality of his workmanship and direct the Fellows’ attention to his instruments, without offending the gentlemanly ideal of the disinterested pursuit of knowledge. In 1773 Nairne designed a new electrical machine that became a standard instrument, commonly known as the ‘Nairne machine’.
same year, he engaged in a series of electrical experiments for a number of FRSs (including Joseph Banks) on the passage of electricity through various living bodies in which he showed his machine at work. He insisted on the powers of his new invention, able to produce sparks 12 to 14 inches long, and showed its surprisingly fast action in killing a duck, a turkey and a cock. He also entertained the FRSs with an examination of the passage of electricity through exotic plants, brought to London by Joseph Banks on his return from his voyages of exploration. Nairne concluded that 'in proportion as these vegetables were herbaceous and succulent, the sooner the parts of them, through which the shock passed, were observed to decay'.

Nairne’s electrical machine was a cylinder-machine with two conductors for the simultaneous production of both positive and negative electricity, an important detail that matched the most recent interest of electrical philosophers in the nature of ‘negative electricity’. According to Hackmann, Nairne’s machine was ‘the most powerful and perfect generator that had been made to date’, and doubtless it brought Nairne national and international fame. Several natural philosophers boasted of having a Nairne electrical machine. Ferguson, Priestley, Franklin and Cavendish owned electrical machines made by Nairne, while in Italy the name of Nairne became almost synonymous with spectacular electrical experiments. William Hamilton, the British ambassador in Naples, in a letter to the Royal Society remarked that his ‘excellent’ electrical machine by Nairne was ‘the wonder of this country; as they had never before seen electrical experiments in perfection’. When the Grand Duke of Tuscany requested Priestley to provide him with the best machine obtainable in England, Priestley had no hesitation in proposing Nairne as its maker, a favour that the instrument maker returned by giving Priestley a large electrical machine of the same kind. The instrument was part of the outstanding physics cabinet of Lord Cowper, who described Nairne’s machine as ‘the biggest, I think, within and outside Italy’, and who appreciated the fast destructive action Nairne boasted of: ‘it draws sparks 18 inches long, combined with a very large battery of 34 jars of 17 Parisian inches each, it is able to kill any big animal and to destroy a reasonably thick iron wire.’

ELECTRICITY UNDER THE GREAT SEAL.

In 1782 Nairne obtained a patent from the king for his invention of a new improved electrical machine, ‘which I call the patent medical electrical machine’ (Figure 1). It was the first (and the only) medical instrument that Nairne designed, and it was sold with a booklet of instructions in which he advocated the healing properties of electricity, completely bypassing his own conclusion, published in 1774, that ‘electricity, accumulated to a certain degree, puts an end to vegetable as well as animal life’. Instead, Nairne claimed that ‘the Patent Electrical Machine [was] so constructed, that the strongest shock that can be administered by it can in no way deteriorate the most delicate constitutions.’
the beginning of the century, electrical machines had been best-sellers among electrical instruments. They were the *sine qua non* for any kind of electrical performance, from electrical experiments to medical electricity, and were purchased for both use and display. In the early 1780s, the models that instrument makers could offer complied with diverse pockets, meeting the requirements of the amateur as well as that of the expert electrician. Collectors of instruments made a point of including Nairne’s patent machine among their instruments. In Florence, Lord Cowper, who already owned two machines by Nairne, also purchased the patent medical electrical machine for his cabinet. In London, the Third Earl of Bute had a Nairne’s patent medical electrical machine among the 225 instruments that formed his expensive collection.\(^{32}\) Extant models of the patent machine in several museums in Europe and in the USA suggest that Cowper’s and Bute’s were not isolated cases.\(^{33}\) That the machine was popular can also be inferred by the number of editions and translations of the booklet of directions on how to use the machine published by Nairne in London in 1783: it went through eight editions before 1796, in 1784 it was translated into French and two years later into German.\(^{34}\) All the existing machines
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are well preserved, an aspect that points to the role of the new invention not just as a sophisticated instrument for electrical experiments and alternative medical treatment, but also as an icon of the most up-to-date physics cabinets. This is not to say that the machine was not used. On the contrary, Volta used Nairne's patent machine during his lectures, and the London electrician Tiberius Cavallo, who was given a model by Nairne himself, admired the performance of his friend's "excellent electrical machine and medical apparatus".

While the name of Nairne, punched in the machine, crossed the Channel, the Alps and the Pyrenees, at home the success of the machine earned him a Royal Appointment (1785) and election to the Chapter Coffee House Society, a club that cultivated experimental philosophy and for this reason attracted several instrument dealers and makers. To what extent the machine's success should be attributed to the patent is difficult to assess, but it can be hardly doubted that the patent played an important role in adding value to the invention. Without entering the troubled waters of a discussion of Nairne's reasons for patenting, there are a number of aspects I wish to highlight in order to place Nairne's choice of turning an electrical machine into a medical instrument in the context of the different attitudes towards patents and the marketing of instruments that characterized the worlds that Nairne inhabited as a businessman and a 'man of science'. Although the law that regulated the patent system in the eighteenth century had remained unchanged since 1624, patent activity increased as the century progressed. From the inventors' point of view, patents could perform various functions, from securing the priority of an invention, to protecting its commercialization or granting prestige to the inventor. Often these functions were equally important in leading an inventor to petition for a patent and, in the case of instrument makers seeking to strengthen the volume of their affairs, the long process of patenting could result in a successful commercial achievement. Patents, however, were also looked upon with suspicion by the guilds, worried about issues of secrecy and individual monopoly in the guild-trade. Nairne was an active member of the Spectaclemakers Company, whose internal structure consisted in the ruling elite of the Court of Assistants (a legally constituted court of the City and the Crown) and the yeomanry. From 1750 he was among the assistants and attended assiduously the weekly meetings of the court.

In the course of the 1760s, however, after starting to attend the meetings of the Royal Society, Nairne began to negotiate between the interests of the guild and his personal ambition to carve a space for himself within the gentlemanly world of natural philosophy. As for other instrument makers who were also FRSs, natural philosophy for him was not just a matter of prestige, it was business. Access to the Royal Society meant direct contact with a large number of practitioners of natural philosophy and their international correspondents, who preferred to order instruments from makers also engaged in experimental work. This meant that, on certain occasions, surrendering one's immediate interest in a far-reaching objective
could prove a winning strategy. In 1761, John Dollond, FRS, obtained a highly contested patent 'for Making Object Glasses for Refracting Telescopes', which led most of the optical instrument makers of the Spectaclemakers Company to sign a 'Petition to His Majesty in Council for vacating a Patent granted to Mr John Dollond'. In the early years of his attendance at the Royal Society, Nairne, in spite of his commitment to the Company, decided not to sign the petition, paying instead a fee to Dollond, already an FRS. Nairne's 1770 trade card advertised his workshop as producing all 'Sorts of Optical, Philosophical, and Mathematical Instruments, of the newest and most approved Inventions'. Doubtless, Nairne was sensitive to the advantages that patents might bring to inventors, but, as an aspiring FRS, he was also sensitive to the codes of gentlemanly behaviour of the Royal Society, whose gentlemen-fellows looked down on the litigious world of trade and commerce. As a corporate body, the Royal Society did not have a specific policy towards patenting, especially given its failure to arbitrate priority disputes in its early years. Nonetheless, a publication of the ‘description and use’ of a new instrument in the *Philosophical Transactions* would provide more kudos than a patent for those who, like Nairne, were carving a role for themselves within the philosophical world. Apart from the formal acknowledgements of the Royal Society, news of the invention would reach foreign countries, consolidating the inventor’s reputation as a trustworthy ‘man of science’ both at home and abroad. Nairne took advantage of this alternative strategy of securing his inventions on various occasions, and his career – as sketched above – progressed accordingly.

Towards the end of the century, however, when his position was already established, and competition in the market place was increasing, his attitude changed. At the time, interest in experimental philosophy was declining, and instrument makers (as well as public lecturers) were eager to ‘cross boundaries’ and establish connections with the thriving business of medical matters. In line with the increasing number of patents granted each year, instrument makers became more sensitive to the prestige or the protection of the Great Seal for their inventions. For an electrical instrument maker such as Nairne, medical electricity was an opportunity not to miss. As an activity that crossed the domains of electrical experimental philosophy and medical practice, medical electricity was particularly attractive to electrical instrument makers, who could address simultaneously two kinds of customer: the philosopher and the potential patient. With a few additions, electrical instruments could conveniently become useful instruments for electrical treatments. In their catalogues, under the heading ‘philosophical instruments’, instrument makers listed ‘electrical boxes’, where medico-electrical apparatus was encased together with electrical toys. Purchasers would also find booklets of instructions on how to perform amusing electrical experiments and directions on how to treat various disorders by electricity.

The inclusion of potential patients in the public for electricity caused a change of attitude in the marketing of electrical instruments, as in the wild
market of medical matters a large number of charlatans and mountebanks dictated the rules of the game. Their use of patents to add authority to their nostrums was notoriously indiscriminate and, even if the enforcement of the law in order to protect an invention from plagiarism was ineffective, a patent would associate the inventor’s name with the medicine.¹⁵ Or, as in the case of Nairne, with the electrical machine. The increasing popularity of medical electricity, and the consequent increase in the demand for electrical instruments from the various strata of London society, could induce a business-oriented philosophical instrument maker, such as Nairne, to look for some kind of official boost, given that his reputation as a skilled instrument maker derived in large measure from his experimental interactions with electricity. Moreover, the design of a medical electrical machine would associate explicit utilitarian value with the otherwise idle performance of electrical experiments. However, the patent did not prevent makers from copying Nairne’s model, and there is no evidence that Nairne ever sued anyone for infringing the patent.¹¹ I want to stress this point, as it suggests that the patenting of the ‘improvement in the common electrical machine’, as Nairne himself termed his new invention, was also— if not exclusively—a commercial move addressed to the wealthy clientele that Nairne had attracted to his workshop during the previous decades of his philosophical frequentations. Obtaining the Great Seal for one’s invention involved a tedious procedure and cost money, but many items in Nairne’s workshop were more expensive than the £100–120 that were necessary to obtain an English patent.¹⁵ Moreover, foreign natural philosophers on tour in London used to buy expensive instruments that otherwise would take time to reach their physics cabinets. In 1777, Thomas Bugg, professor of astronomy and mathematics at Copenhagen, during his visit to London paid Nairne £88 for the electrical, magnetic and pneumatic instruments that he bought.¹⁶ In the end, the patent would be an affordable form of advertisement and, in the eye of the gentlemen (or patrons) of science, would increase the prestige of Nairne’s workshop. Although Nairne petitioned for, and obtained, an English patent, expensive models of his ‘Patent Medical Electrical Machine’ reached the cabinets of wealthy collectors or of ambitious professors well beyond the geographical area covered by the patent.

ADVERTISING THE MACHINE

When Nairne patented his medico-electrical machine, medical electricity was enjoying great popularity. In London, both medical professionals and ‘irregulars’ engaged in electrical therapies. In the centre of the fashionable quarter of Adelphi, well-off patients could be treated by electricity at the Temple of Health, the baroque extravaganza of the notorious quack George Graham, while, at St Thomas’s Hospital, the Electrical Department set up by the surgeon John Birch offered electrical treatments to the poor.¹⁶ The electric fluid was thought to be particularly effective in numerous
kinds of disorders: paralysis, rheumatism, nervous disorders, toothaches, eye and ear problems. With the exception of the 'electric bath', in which the patient sat on an insulated chair and was connected to the prime conductor of the electrical machine, electrical treatment was local. This implied that in some cases the administration of electricity could be uncomfortable for both patient and practitioner. Furthermore, the treatment of toothaches, eye problems and deafness, in particular, was not easily practicable with the electrical instruments available before the 1770s, when the attempt to simplify the application of the electric fluid to specific parts of the body resulted in the design of more specialized instruments.

Medical electricity was commonly regarded as one of the possible self-remedies for use at home. In 1770 James Ferguson, in his *An Introduction to Electricity*, reported the case of a turner in Greenwich who, following the prescription of a physician, had cured a woman of hemiplegia by means of electricity. The poet William Cowper (1731–1800) borrowed an electrical machine from his neighbour, after studying Cavallo's *Essay on the Theory and Practice of Medical Electricity* (London, 1780), and tried the effects of electrical treatments. Instrument makers were often involved in the medical administration of the electric fluid, as in the case of Nairne's friend, William Hyde, who, on behalf of the surgeon Miles Partington, administered electricity to his next-door neighbour. Natural philosophers were also interested in medical electricity, especially after 1746, when the introduction of the Leyden jar, allowing the administration of electric shocks to the body, raised questions on the relationship between electricity, animal motion and the principle of life. The interactions with the practitioners of medical electricity provided Nairne with useful hints on how to improve the electrical apparatus so as to render electrical treatments more easily practicable. In 1782, together with the medical electrical machine, Nairne designed a series of jointed directors that could convey the fluid to the body without annoyance and which could also be used in self-treatment (Figures 2 and 3). In eighteenth-century England, self-treatment was a bestselling genre. Booklets on how to be one's own physician abounded, and Nairne did not miss out on providing his readers with detailed instructions on how to administer the electric fluid to one's own body, according to the complaint. In the booklet that accompanied the machine, Nairne described a range of electrical therapies to be performed with his patent machine that overshadowed the three methods of medical electricity popularized by the earliest practitioners in the late 1750s. However, Nairne warned his customers that he would not engage in the medical applications of electricity:

The number of applications which have been made to Mr. Nairne, by patients desirous of receiving the benefit of medical electricity, renders it necessary for him to inform the public, that his other avocations make it impossible for him to attend to any applications of that nature.

Nairne's 'other avocations' included attending the meetings of his
philosophical clubs, where he presented his patent machine as a highly sophisticated, multifunctional philosophical instrument, which could also perform electrical cures. He repeatedly emphasized that "although the above Machines are constructed for medical Purposes, they are EQUALLY APPLICABLE TO PHILOSOPHICAL USES", and included a number of "philosophical experiments and observations" that could be performed with the instrument. The two conductors of the machine allowed the simultaneous production of equal quantities of negative and positive electricity, a practical question that was particularly attractive to experimental philosophers who, at the time, were especially concerned with the nature of "negative electricity". Hence, to his philosophical audience Nairne presented the machine as an invention that opened up the possibility of addressing new problems while also solving old ones, such as avoiding casual shocks to the operator during the management of the machine. Aware of the importance that the increased safety of the machine would have in the experimental world, Nairne presented to the Royal Society his booklet, *Description and Use of Nairne's Patent Electrical Machine* (significantly there is no mention of medical electricity in the title), and offered a model
of the patent machine to both Cavallo and Priestley. The safety of the electrical apparatus had busied Nairne since the early 1770s, when he became aware not only of the dangers of casual shocks, but also of the breakage of the jars forming electrical batteries upon accumulation of large "quantities of electricity". The particular arrangement of Nairne's专利 electrical machine, with the Leyden jars enclosed in the conductors, avoided occasional sparks caused by an excessive charge of the jar, and the fixed position of the Leyden bottle within the conductors also prevented its breaking by accident.

The safety of the apparatus and the production of negative electricity were features that could be exploited in advertising his machine in the two contexts of medico-electrical practice and experimental philosophy. Nairne's booklet of instructions included directions on how to perform the most common electrical experiments and provided the purchasers with some theoretical background on the properties of electricity, the "universal and principal agent in the system of the world". Although the success of its applications to the cure of disorders had been "exceedingly magnified by some writers and as much slighted by others", it was certain, Nairne
claimed, that electricity exerted an influence on the animal frame and that it acted as a specific aid for some disorders. Addressing the self-trained medical electrician, Nairne explained that a satisfactory interpretation of the action of the electric fluid on the human frame had not yet been proposed. However, he explained, the numerous applications of electricity proved its therapeutic efficacy, which was not undermined by the lack of philosophical understanding:

it is an advantage, that we are not under the necessity of waiting till a theory is established, before we can receive benefit from the powerful, though safe, application of electricity.

In advertising his patent machine to the general public, Nairne exploited his own status as an FRS with prestigious acquaintances who could bear witness to his claims. In what he stated there was 'not a single assertion [which] has not been confirmed either by the author's own experience, or the testimony of a numerous acquaintance of ingenious and worthy men, who are ready to promote any undertaking which is intended to advance the public good'. According to necessity, Nairne's machine could function as a philosophical instrument or as a tool for medical practice. As such, it would fit the philosopher's room for experiments, the collector's cabinet or the medical electrician's table. For this reason, the patent electrical machine was 'superior to others, by the means it affords of trying the medical effects of electricity'. It was precisely this chameleon-like character of his invention that Nairne exploited in addressing the composite market of amateur electricians, professional and self-trained healers and electrical philosophers.

**CONCLUSION**

In 1782, when he obtained his patent, Nairne was an international authority as a maker of electrical machines. In the gentlemanly world of natural philosophy no one would have ever disputed his skills which, after all, had gained him access to that world. He had built up his reputation by observing the unwritten rules that regulated access to the philosophical elite and had gained a status as a 'useful' member thanks to his knowledge in experimental philosophy. One of these rules was that utility ought to be pursued for the benefit of mankind, rather than swell the pockets of the individual. Hence, Nairne shared his 'secrets' with the international community of natural philosophers, selecting the most advantageous among the ways in which the gentlemen of the Royal Society secured their claims of invention. He published detailed descriptions of his instruments in the *Philosophical Transactions*, thus fashioning for himself a public persona as an instrument maker and a trustworthy man of science. His engagement in experimental practice allowed him to devise instruments that responded to the philosophical fashion of the moment, while also linking his experimental skills to the apparatus he employed. This strategy made his workmanship partake of the prestige he was able to acquire. In the gentlemanly
world, whose members eagerly sought the most renowned instruments for their cabinets, the most effective publicity for an instrument maker's workshop was his reputation, and Nairne could boast of his own.

The practice of natural philosophy made Nairne's business, and it allowed him to secure to his workshop an exclusive range of international, wealthy customers. Yet instrument makers were commercial entrepreneurs and, as such, they were sensitive to the fluctuating demands of the market place. Nairne's patent electrical machine, with its double life as a philosophical and a medical instrument, was the result of his efforts to address simultaneously a gentlemanly clientele and the wild market place. For someone who was among the most well-known makers of electrical instruments in the world, the increasing popularity of the medical applications of electricity was an irresistible temptation, and a winning bet. Moreover, being perceived as a useful application of the science of electricity, medical electricity matched the ideal of the pursuit of science for the benefit of the public, which, in the years of Banks's presidency, the FRSEs were expected to enact with renewed commitment. On the other hand, in addressing the non-gentlemanly public, Nairne's strategy was to exploit his haunts in the philosophical world in order to make his instruments more attractive. In this respect, Nairne's price catalogue, included in the edition of the Direction and Use of Nairne's Patent Electrical Machine published in the last year of the patent's validity (1796), is an illuminating source. Taking up Heibron's suggestion that instrument makers' catalogues are 'works of high rhetoric of little eloquence', I want to focus briefly on the range of instruments that Nairne listed in the catalogue as they give clear hints of his advertising strategy directed to the general public. The catalogue introduced the non-gentleman, potential purchaser to Nairne's virtual workshop, where all the instruments that he could make were simultaneously present. This was indeed a virtual experience, given that foreign visitors often reported their disappointment at finding the instrument-makers' shops empty. Conversely, by turning the pages of Nairne's catalogue, purchasers of the patent machine could enter an impressive natural philosophical cabinet furnished with all the 'optical, mathematical and philosophical instruments, according to the latest improvements'. Some of these instruments had the additional value of forming the 'standard equipment' for the practice of natural philosophy: Bennett's gold-leaf electrometer, Cavalllo's multiplier, Nicholson's doubler, Volta's electrophorus, Hadley's quadrants, Knight's azimuth-compass, to name a few. In this empyrean of philosophically minded inventors who created the standard instruments for natural philosophy, Nairne himself occupied a place. The reader would be reminded that, besides the famous Nairne electrical machines, Nairne's portable observatory was also described in the Philosophical Transactions. This was coherent with his advertising strategy in which his status as a 'man of science' was trumpeted in the market place in order to add value to his workshop. He adopted the very same strategy in presenting his patent electrical machine to the general public. In the early 1780s, the broader appeal of medical electricity, perceived also as an attractive self-remedy.
created a demand for different instruments for different pockets, and Nairne's workshop could afford to differentiate the offer. The prices of his patent medico-electrical machine ranged from a little more than £6 for a cylinder of about five inches in diameter to £400 for the largest machines.

In his insightful analysis of electrical patents in Victorian Britain, Iwan Morus has pointed out that, at the time, electrical inventors 'sought to combine the moral status of the natural philosopher, the practical knowledge of the mechanic, and the commercial acumen of the entrepreneur' 11.

Over half a century earlier, these three aspects were already successfully combined in an instrument maker such as Nairne. He built up his career in the London philosophical clubs and, consequently, he gained an outstanding reputation in England and abroad as a trustworthy philosophical instrument maker. This assured a range of international clients to his workshop. Once his prestige was secure, Nairne directed his entrepreneurial concerns towards enlarging his market, seeking the protection and the prestige of a patent. Contrary to later electrical inventors, he did not have to negotiate his 'right to look for fame'. He had already gained fame, and the patent from the King enhanced it with the Great Seal.
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